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 The greatest collection of military payment certificates (MPC) ever to be sold will cross the auction 
block at the World’s Fair of Money® in Anaheim in August. Never have so many rare, unusual, and 
unreported MPC been sold at one time. The record may extend beyond MPC into the realm of US paper 
money records as well. 
 Dubbed the “Paymaster Collection” by Stack’s-Bowers, who will sell the collection, it includes just 
about everything that you could wish for: regular issues, replacements, specimens. Here are the highlights.  
 Series 481 $5 apparent fourth printing. Until now MPCFester Dick Freyser was the only collector 
known to have one of these notes. It has a serial number that exceeds that of third printings and also has the 
physical characteristics of the fourth printing. 
 Replacements: there are many great replacements in the collection. I will tell you about two. The 
first is an amazing uncirculated Series 471 $5! Yes, we are talking about replacements here. Indeed, this $5 is 
part of a full set of Series 471 replacements! 
 Even if you do not collect MPC by printing, you may know that Series 521 $5 certificates from the 
second printing are rare. Only 800,000 regular issue certificates were printed. Only a few are known in 
collections. The piece in this collection is a nice uncirculated second printing replacement—the first such 
replacement reported. 
 Specimens: If you liked the above, you will be amazed at the specimens. They are the strength of the 
collection, which includes specimens in several formats. There are a few partial sets. There are a few double 
sets—that is, conjoined vertical pairs of specimens. Interestingly, there is only one specimen set in the classic 
format with which we are familiar—one specimen of each denomination in a booklet. In this case it is a 
Series 692 set. 
 The absolute highlight of the sale is in this final category: specimens of the unissued and not known 
in any private collection Series 701 fractional denominations! 
 How did we get to this point regarding these fantastic notes? In the late 1960s, MPC were being used 
in Vietnam and Korea—Series 681 in Vietnam and Series 651 in Korea. The U. S. Army was required to 
keep two series of MPC in reserve. Not only might they be needed at a moment’s notice at some unexpected 
place, but it was also obvious that Series 651 and 681 would need to be replaced and likely sooner rather than 
later. Army finance planners ordered Series 691, anticipating issuing it in Korea, and Series 692, to be issued 
in Vietnam. There was a little twist with the order for Series 691. Series 651 fractional notes (cent 
denominations) were no longer being used in Korea, so Series 691 was ordered without the fractional pieces.  
 On 7 October 1970 Series 681 was replaced by Series 692. Series 691 was still being held for 
eventual use in Korea, so Series 701 was ordered, anticipating that it would replace Series 692 in Vietnam. 
When Series 701 was ordered, Series 692 fractionals were still being used in Vietnam. However, between the 
time that Series 701 was ordered and when it was delivered to the Army, the fractionals in Vietnam had been 
replaced with United States homeland coins. 
 The Army directed the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to ship the dollar values only and to hold 
the fractional values, which were no longer needed. A short time later, the Army updated the instructions and 
told the BEP to destroy the fractionals. The BEP seems to have followed all instructions to the letter, but 
since the required specimen sets had been prepared and shipped, a few Series 701 fractional specimen 
certificates made it into the field. 
 But wait, there is even more for Series 701! Booklets titled Progressive Impressions, Composite 
Impressions, and Specimens (in shorthand, “PCS books”) are known in private hands for Series 681 and 
Series 692. The discovery of these sets was very big news. These books have sheets of four of each 
denomination starting with each individual plate, for both face and back of the note (each plate in a different 
color—these are the “progressive impressions”), a full note without serial number (face and back—the 
composite impressions), and finished specimens. They are very impressive books. 
 Now a third PCS book will enter a private collection. Yes, the Series 701 PCS book in this collection 
includes the fractional denominations! This means that there are four more specimens of each value of the 
fractional denominations—each in a sheet of four! 
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 Now, for the first time, collectors will have a fighting chance to finish their collections of MPC with 
the Series 701 fractionals from the Paymaster Collection. All of the notes, with illustrations and descriptions, 
are now (or soon will be) available at the web site of the auctioneer. 
http://www.stacksbowers.com/Pages/Home.aspx 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

A blast from a Memphis Past! 
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